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Abstract
Both the bottleneck counting argument (Haken, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 39 (1985) 297{308;
Proc. 36th Symp. of Foundations of Computer Science, 1995, pp. 36{44) and Razborov’s ap-
proximation method (Alon and Boppana, Combinatorica 7(1) (1987) 1{22; Andreev, Soviet
Math. Dokl 31(1985) 530{534; Rayborov, Soviet Math. Dokl 31 (1985) 354{357) have been
used to prove exponential lower bounds for monotone circuits. We show that under the monotone
circuit model for every proof by the approximation method, there is a bottleneck counting proof
and vice versa. We also illustrate the elegance of the bottleneck counting technique with a sim-
ple self-explained example: the proof of a (previously known) lower bound for the 3-CLIQUEn
problem by the bottleneck counting argument. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Razborov’s proof of an exponential lower bound on the size of monotone Boolean
circuits to detect cliques in a graph [12, 1], represented a breakthrough in the theory of
monotone circuit complexity. The proof introduced the method of approximation. The
method is roughly as follows. Consider two sets of test inputs, a positive (the output
is 1) and a negative one. Given a monotone circuit M that computes a monotone
function, one replaces each gate E in M with an approximator ~E level by level from
the bottom level to the top. This produces a circuit ~M that computes a function that
approximates the function that M computes. To obtain the lower bound on the size
( A preliminary version of this paper appeared in Proceedings of the 12th Annual IEEE Conference on
Computational Complexity, Ulm, Germany, 1997, pp. 297{301.
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of M one needs to show that for each E; ~E introduces only a small fraction of extra
errors, and M disagrees with ~M on a large fraction of the test inputs. Since each gate
introduces only a small number of new errors and the number of errors for the whole
circuit is large,M must have many gates. Many more lower bounds were proven using
the approximation method (for example [15, 6]).
The bottleneck counting argument, introduced by Haken [7], denes a mapping from
a subset of the inputs to the gates in the circuit. The number of inputs that are mapped
to the gates divided by the maximum number of inputs that can be mapped to a gate in
the circuit is the lower bound of the circuit size. Thus by nding a proper mapping, we
can show some non-trivial lower bounds. Recently, Haken [8] has applied this argument
to prove an exponential lower bound on the size of monotone circuits for the broken
mosquito screen problem, which is a special version of the CLIQUE problem. Similar
lower bounds have been proven earlier by Razborov [12] and later strengthened by
Andreev [4], and Alon and Boppana [1] using the method of approximation. While the
result is old, the bottleneck method provides a new simple proof for this strong lower
bound. Chronologically, the two methods appeared in publications about the same time,
1985. Since then the approximation method has drawn much more attention and it has
evolved into a standard method for proving lower bounds for monotone circuits.
In this note we show the equivalence of these two methods. That is, we show that
for any lower bound proved by the approximation method there is a corresponding
bottleneck counting proof and vice versa. The consequence is that the bottleneck count-
ing method does not really help to prove what is beyond the reach of the approximation
method. Razborov [13], shows strong limits to the applicability of the approximation
method. The bottleneck counting method has the same limitations.
We also show a lower bound for the 3-CLIQUEn problem to illustrate the bottleneck
counting method. The 3-CLIQUEn is the problem of determining if an undirected graph
G of n vertices has a triangle or not, which is simply a special case of the k-CLIQUEn
problem, whose exponential monotone lower bound has been proven in [8, 12]. We
consider the complexity of computing 3-CLIQUEn using monotone circuits with _-gates
and ^-gates of fan-in 2. A graph of n vertices can be encoded by ( n2 ) variables xi;j,
which is 1 if there is an edge between vertices i and j, and is 0 otherwise. It is clear
that 3-CLIQUEn has an upper bound (
n
3 ). The lower bound (
(n
3= log4 n)) for this
problem has been proven in [2] by Razborov’s approximation method [1, 4, 12]. Using
the bottleneck counting argument [7, 8], we give a new and simpler proof that achieves
the same lower bound. We believe that there are two good reasons to present the proof.
First, it is considerably simpler than the one in [1, 4, 12]. Second, it shows that Haken’s
argument can be used to prove rather tight polynomial lower bounds. Previous uses of
the bottleneck argument prove exponential lower bounds. Karchmer [10] also obtained
exactly the same bound for 3-CLIQUEn by the fusion method. This prompts an open
question that if the fusion method is equivalent to the above two methods.
The result of this paper has also been observed independently by Amano and
Maruoka [3], Berg and Ulfberg [5] and Jukna [9]. However, this paper is the rst
one to formalize this observation.
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2. Approximation and bottleneck counting methods
A Boolean function f(x1; : : : ; xn) is monotone if f(x1; : : : ; xn)= 1 and xi6yi for all
16i6n implies f(y1; : : : ; yn)= 1. A binary monotone circuit uses only AND-gates and
OR-gates. We will measure the diculty of a monotone Boolean function by the size
(number of gates) of a monotone circuit that computes it.
Let f be an n-variable monotone boolean function. Let G0(B0) be the set of test
inputs that make f output 1(0). In addition, we require that each element in G0(B0)
be a minterm (maxterm). Recall that (for monotone functions f) a set S of variables
is a minterm if setting all x2 S to 1 forces f to have the value 1, but no proper subset
of S has this property. It suces to prove the lower bound for circuits that separate
G0 and B0. Let M be a monotone circuit that computes f. Without loss of generality
we can assume M is a leveled circuit and that the output is on the top level.
2.1. Approximation method: schematic outline
To apply the approximation method, one replaces each gate E in M with an ap-
proximator ~E from the bottom level to the top inductively. The approximator ~M of the
output gate will output an approximation for the circuit M. To prove a lower bound
we need to show that for each E; ~E introduces errors only on a small fraction of test
inputs, while M and ~M disagree on a large fraction of the test inputs. If there are
such approximators, then the size of M must be large.
Formally [1, 2, 12{14], for any Boolean function f(x1; : : : ; xn), dene A(f)= f(x1; : : : ;
xn)2f0; 1gn : f(x1; : : : ; xn)= 1g. It suces to compare two Boolean functions by look-
ing at their preimages of 1. It is clear that A(f_f0)=A(f)[A(f0), and A(f^f0)=
A(f)\A(f0). A monotone circuit M of size s that computes f corresponds to a
straight-line program of length s computing f, i.e., a sequence of functions x1; : : : ; xn;
E1; : : : ; Es, when Es=f and each Ei, for 16i6s, takes two previous functions of the
sequence as inputs. Note that we will use Ei to denote both a gate and the Boolean
function computed by the subcircuit of M rooted at Ei. Thus we obtain a sequence
of subsets of f0; 1gn: A−n=A(xn); : : : ; A−1 =A(x1); A1; : : : ; As, where Ai=A(Ei), for
16i6s and for each Ai, it is either the union or the intersection of previous two sub-
sets. We replace the sets Ai by approximated sets Mi as follows. Let M−i=Mxi =A(xi)
for 16i6n and let Mi approximate Ai by replacing the union and intersection with
approximators t and u, respectively. For any two sets M; Lf0; 1gn, we require that
M t LM [L and M u LM \L: (1)
Suppose j > k; ‘. If Aj =A‘ [Ak , then dene Mj =M‘ t Mk . If Aj = A‘ \Ak , then
Mj =M‘ u Mk . For a successful approximation proof we need that both jt :=Mj −
(M‘ [Mk) and ju := (M‘ \Mk)−Mj be small for all Ej’s in the straight-line program,
and MsA(f) be large, where  is the operator of symmetric dierence. The pre-
cise denition of the approximators varies depending on the specic problems. The
following lemma is crucial for the approximation method.
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Lemma 1 (Alon and Boppana [1], Alon et al. [2], Razborov [12, 13], Wegener [14]).









Lemma 1 holds for any choice of the approximate operations u and t that sat-
isfy relation (1). Now, if we can show that ’s have an upper bound  and that
L= jA(f)Msj is big, then s>L= which must be large.
2.2. Bottleneck counting method: schematic outline
The key idea of the bottleneck counting method is to dene a mapping  from
a subset S of G0 [B0 to the gates of M such that for any gate E in M, the ratio
of jSj=j−1(E)j is large. The mapping  is dened sequentially. First one element
of G0 [B0 is mapped and then that element is deleted from G0 [B0 yielding the set
G1 [B1. The procedure continues level by level from the bottom to the top until the
set Gj [Bj becomes too small for the further specication of  to make sense. The
set S is then (G0 [B0)n(Gj [Bj). To prove a lower bound, it will be shown that \not
too many" elements of S can be mapped to any one gate in M.
To dene the mapping , Haken uses a measure of \progress". An input vector
g is mapped to a gate E (which is the root of a subcircuit of M) at which the cir-
cuitM makes particular progress in classifying g. Further arguments show that progress
is not made for too many graphs at that same gate E. For some problems, the desired
measure of progress turns out to be \the length of a minimal fence" [8]. We dene the
fences as certain problem-dependent progressive properties. The measure of progress
depends on the fences, and it can be any meaningful measurement that denes a good
mapping in the sense of getting a nontrivial lower bound.
Denition 2. Let E be a gate in M and let g be an input in the set Gi. A fence around
g at gate E and at time i is a property P(E; g; i). Dually, for a gate E in M and b in
Bi, a fence around b at gate E and at time i is a property Q(E; b; i).
For example, let FE;g; i’s and FE;b; i’s be conjunctive and disjunctive Boolean formulas,
respectively. In Haken’s paper [8], at time i, for a gate E and an input g2Gi; P(E; g; i)
is dened as: E(g)= 1 and FE;g; i(g)= 1 and ((8b2Bi)[(E(b)= 0)) (FE;g; i(b)= 0)])
and all such FE;g; i’s have at least n=2 literals. In other words, FE;g; i is required to
compute just as good a separation of g from the set Bi, as does the gate E. Sim-
ilarly, for an input b2Bi; Q(E; b; i) is dened as: E(b)= 0 and FE;b; i(b)= 0 and
((8g2Gi)[(E(g)= 1) ) (FE;b; i(g)= 1)]) and all such FE;b; i’s have at least n=2 lit-
erals. So FE;b; i does just as good a job as does E on b and on Gi.
Next we outline the procedures to construct a mapping via properties P’s and Q’s.
Construction. Let E0 be the gate at the lowest level, and leftmost within the level inM,
such that there exists an input d0 2G0 [B0 that satises P(E0; d0; 0) or Q(E0; d0; 0).
Here the specication of leftmost is not important, any consistent ordering will do.
Dene (d0) to be E0 and let (G1 [B1) be (G0 [B0) with d0 taken out. Now repeat
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the process while possible: at time i let Ei be the lowest level and leftmost gate
in M such that there is an input di 2 (Gi [Bi) satisfying P(Ei; di; i) or Q(Ei; di; i).
Dene (di) to be Ei and delete di from (Gi [Bi) to get (Gi+1 [Bi+1). Eventually,
the remaining inputs do not satisfy either property, and no more are mapped.
From the above we notice that it is crucial to nd proper test input sets and the
required progressive properties for the bottleneck counting approach to yield a good
lower bounds. These are problem-dependent tasks. In the approximation method we
had the problem-dependent diculty of nding good approximators. We prove that
these are equally dicult tasks: given a bottleneck proof we can produce an equivalent
approximation method proof and vice versa.
2.3. Proof of equivalence
Theorem 3. A proof of lower bound for a monotone circuit by the approximation
method yields a proof of the same bound by the bottleneck counting method; and
vice versa.
Proof. ()): From the approximation method we know that there is an approximator
Mi for each A(Ei), where Ei is a gate in M and jA(f)Msj=maxj(jjuj;  jtj) gives a
lower bound for the circuit size s. We construct a mapping for the bottleneck count-
ing proof from the approximation proof. Dene the progressive property P(Ej; g; i)
to be (g2 (ju \Gi)), if Ej is an AND-gate; otherwise (g2 (jt \Gi)). Similarly, the
progressive property Q(Ej; b; i) is dened as (b2 (ju \Bi)), if Ej is an AND-gate; oth-
erwise (b2 (jt \Bi)). Note that if d2 ju− (Gi [Bi), then d has been mapped earlier,
similarly for d2 jt − (Gi [Bi).
Let E0 be the gate at the lowest level, and leftmost within the level in M. Let D0
be the set of inputs in G0 [B0 such that all d2D0 satisfy P(E0; d; i) or Q(E0; d; i)
for i=0. Then we dene, for all d2D0, (d) to be E0 and let G1 :=G0 − D0 and
B1 :=B0 − D0. After this, we say E0 is mapped, i.e., no more input will be mapped
to this gate. Similarly, let Ei be the lowest level and leftmost unmapped gate in M
and Di be the set of inputs in Gi [Bi such that P or Q is satised. Dene (d) to
be Ei for all test input d in Di and update Gi [Bi. We repeat the above until there is
no more input satisfying the properties at any gates and obtain a mapping  from the
inputs to the gates.
By the assumption, there are jMsA(f)j inputs mapped, and at each gate there are at
most maxj(jjuj; jjtj) inputs mapped. Therefore, the induced bottleneck counting proof
yields the same lower bound as the one obtained by the approximation method.
((): Now suppose we have a bottleneck counting proof for a monotone circuit
lower bound. Let P’s and Q’s be the properties used for constructing the mapping 
in the proof. We want to construct the approximation sets of A(Ei)’s. It is clear that
Mxi =A(xi). By induction, suppose we have Mj’s for smaller j’s. Suppose j>‘; k. Let
Ej :=E‘ ^Ek (i.e., Ej is an AND-gate) and let M‘;Mk be the corresponding approx-
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imate sets. Let ju := −1(Ej). We dene Mj =M‘ uMk := (M‘ \Mk) − ju. If Ej is
an OR-gate, we dene jt := −1(Ej) and Mj =M‘ tMk := (M‘ [Mk)[ jt. It is clear




t have ‘small’ cardinality.
Since in the bottleneck counting proof many inputs are mapped and by Lemma 1 Ms
deviates from A(f) by a large fraction, we know jA(f)Msj is large. Hence the lower
bound obtained by the approximation method is the same as the one proven by the
bottleneck counting method.
The elegance and comparative simplicity of Haken’s paper yielded some optimistic
speculation that perhaps one would be able to achieve new breakthroughs. The equiva-
lence of the two methods, together with Razborov’s negative results makes this unlikely.
3. Lower bound on the 3-CLIQUE problem
Given a graph G(V; E) with jV j= n, we want to test if G has a triangle or not,
using a monotone circuit. First let V be any n vertex set. Let G0 be the set of all
graphs over V with exactly one triangle. We call the graphs in G0 ‘good graphs’. It is
clear that jG0j=( n3 ). Let B0 be the set of complete bipartite graphs over X [Y , where
X [Y =V , and X; Y are non-empty. It is clear that graphs in B0 do not have a triangle
and jB0j=2n−1−1. We call the graphs in B0 ‘bad graphs’. It is sucient to prove the
lower bound for the monotone circuit that separates G0 and B0.
Let M be a monotone circuit that separates G0 and B0. We will dene a mapping ,
as in Haken’s paper [8], from a subset of G0 [B0 to the gates of M. For any gate E
in M and any input instance g, we dene E(g) as the output of the subcircuit rooted
at E with input g.
Denition 4 (Haken [8]). Let E 2M; g2Gi; E(g)= 1; and yi’s be positive literals.
A fence of g and E at step i is a conjunctive formula C of the form y1 ^    ^yq; such
that C(g)= 1 and 8b2Bi; E(b)= 0)C(b)= 0. A minimal fence C of g and E at
time i is the shortest fence that satises the above denition. Similarly; a fence at time
i for b2Bi; E(b)= 0 and E 2M is a disjunctive formula D of the form y1 _    _yr
such that D(b)= 0 and 8g2Gi; E(g)= 1)D(g)= 1.
Next we construct the map  by the following procedure.
1. Initialization i := 0.
2. For g2Gi [Bi; dene (g) :=E; if E is the lowest and leftmost gate in M, such
that 1) if E is an AND-gate, then E(g)= 1 and g has a minimal fence of size at
least 2, or 2) if E is an OR-gate, then E(g)= 0 and g has a minimal fence of size
at least 4:5 log2 n
3. Let Gi+1 [Bi+1 :=Gi [Bi − fgg.
4. Let i := i + 1 and repeat steps 2{4 until there is no fence of the size required in
step 2.
We prove the lower bound as follows.
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Lemma 5. At least ( n3 )− (4:5 log2 n)(n− 2) graphs in G0 or all of the graphs in B0
are mapped by .
Proof. There are two possible cases. If all of the graphs in G0 or in B0 are mapped,
then there is nothing to prove and the claim is true.
If there are graphs in G0 and B0 that are not mapped, then consider the output gate
E of M and an unmapped graph b2B0. By the mapping procedure, we know b has
a short fence D at E, such that E(b)= 0 and D(g)= 1 for all unmapped g2G0. This
means that each unmapped g2G0, has at least one edge corresponding to a variable
in D. Note that the number of graphs in G0 that contain a specic edge in (n−2), since
there are n−2 possible ways to choose the third vertex of a triangle. In total there are
at most (4:5 log2 n)(n−2) graphs in G0 that contain at least one edge corresponding to
a variable in D. Therefore, at least ( n3 )− (4:5 log2 n)(n− 2) good graphs are mapped.
This completes the proof.
The following lemma is true for all monotone circuits that use the mapping procedure
above.
Lemma 6 (Haken [8]). Each g2G0 can only be mapped to an ^-gate. Each b2B0
can only be mapped to an _-gate.
Lemma 7. At most (4:5 log2 n)2 good graphs can be mapped to a single ^-gate.
Proof. Let E be an ^-gate and g be any graph in G0 with (g)=E. Let b1; : : : ; bs be
all the bad graphs with E(bi)= 0. Then each bi has a short fence Di (of size at most
(4:5 log2 n) − 1) such that Di(g)= 1. For each g satisfying Di(g)= 1, it must have at
least one edge corresponding to the variables in Di for i=1; : : : ; s; and it has at least
two dierent edges corresponding to the variables in D1; : : : ; Ds, otherwise g will have
a short fence. Since g has only three edges, g will be uniquely determined by two
edges. Therefore there are at most (4:5 log2 n)2 = (4:5)2 log4 n such graphs in G0. So
at most (4:5 log2 n)2 good graphs can be mapped to a single ^-gate.
Lemma 8. At most 2n−
p
2(4:5 log2 n)−1 bad graphs can be mapped to a single _-gate.
Proof. Let E be an _-gate and b be any graph in B0 with (b)=E. Let g1; : : : ; gr be
all the good graphs with E(gi)= 1. Then each gi has a short fence Ci (of size 1) such
that Ci(b)= 0. Among these r short fences there must be at least (4:5 log
2 n) dierent
variables, since b must have a long minimal fence in order to be mapped on E. For
each b satisfying Ci(b)= 0, it must have no edge corresponding to the variable in each
Ci for i=1; : : : ; r. These (4:5 log
2 n) anti-edges contain at least
q
2(4:5 log2 n) vertices.
Since b is a complete bipartite graph, these
q
2(4:5 log2 n) vertices must be xed in
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either X or Y . There are at most 2n−
p
2(4:5 log2 n)−1 such bipartite graphs. Therefore
there are at most 2n−
p
2(4:5 log2 n)−1 bad graphs that can be mapped to a single _-gate.
Theorem 9. The monotone complexity of 3-CLIQUE is 
(n3= log4 n).
Proof. By Lemmas 5, 7, and 8, we know the size of M must be at least
min
(









By simple calculations, the lower bound is 
(n3= log4 n). This completes the proof.
4. Conclusion and remarks
We proved that the bottleneck counting argument and the method of approximation
imply each other. This shows that the inherent limit of the approximation method is
inherited by the bottleneck counting method. Often the bottleneck counting method
gives a better insight on the problem. The proof of the monotone lower bound for the
3-CLIQUE problem illustrates the technique of the bottleneck counting argument.
It would be interesting to get matching upper and lower bounds for the 3-CLIQUE
problem, or other polynomial size monotone problems.
An important related open problem is the size of noisy [11] monotone circuits for
such problems. The upper bound is S log S where S is the size of the non-noisy circuit.
It is not known whether this bound is sharp for S =
(n).
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